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Introduction
The fast spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) around the world has put health services under
an enormous strain. Turning to digital means for collating data on the spread of the virus, the
associated symptoms, as well as the routes through which it may be spreading has been a
common response. The situation, the associated technologies and the practices of their use
vary across the globe and evolve rapidly.
This report provides a global snapshot of the different types of technologies in use or in
report is published, the situation will have developed further.
The body of the report presents short descriptions of a selection of different apps from around

Background
This report is not an exhaustive review but collates examples of different technologies in
use around the world. The report has been prepared by the Digital Health & Care Institute in

Method

The search covered information published or released during the previous 4-month period

The available sources consist of news items, blog posts, government and policy statements
and company or product websites. The landscape changes extremely fast, and information

• COVID-19 data dashboards.
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Generally, it can be said that the number of apps being used of developed for COVID-19

Most countries and regions are developing their own solutions. The local political context is
The local political context also dictates the level of enforcement for the use of the tool.
In these exceptional times, many governments and national authorities have had to act on a

human rights.
The main issues with use of surveillance apps are:

Key recommendations:

• Be transparent and open about the development process and what surveillance will
mean for the citizens.
• Be clear that the nature of surveillance is temporary with a clear end date.
• Be clear about what data is collected, what for, who has access to it and what will happen
to it in the end.
Best practice example:

coalition of techies and scientists from across 8 European countries.

technology and services strictly adherent to the European privacy and data protection

download and use. The approach can be adapted to the needs of the local contexts:

and can handle hundreds of millions of devices and users per country instantly.

communication, …) and national system processes (health logistics, economy
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• National public authorities developing apps based on the approach remain free to
decide how to inform persons that have been in contact with someone who has tested
positive for COVID-19.
assess the apps created using the code.

Spectrum of Apps from enforced to optional
The diagram below presents a spectrum of examples of technologies in use around the world

High transparency

-

Covid
Symptom

4) NHS
Covid-data
Dashboard,

& US

5)

3)
TraceTogether
Singapore
1) Self2) Health
Code,
China

Safety
protection
-

Low transparency

contacts between people, in case they may be diagnosed with COVID-19, and need to notify
the systems are being developed and deployed. This diagram was created to illustrate the
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Below, there is a short description of each example:
Self-quarantine Safety Protection App, South Korea
and Safety.

twice a day.
• Self-reporting of symptoms by citizens.

Health Code, China
• Developer: Government of China.
• Mandatory for those who wish to travel.

• Unclarity over criteria for how QR-codes are generated.
• System made possible by almost universal adoption of
Smart phones and Communist party embracing Big Data
for surveillance and for population control.

TraceTogether, Singapore
• Community-driven, open-source.
• Opt-in.
• Based on Bluetooth.
• Data is stored locally on the phone.
• Generates encrypted, temp user ID, which is transmitted

have been in contact with the patient.
• Seems secure, but app had three in-built analytic systems
feeding data into govt data bases. Now removed.
7

COVID-19 data Dashboard, UK
• Developed by NHS & large tech companies.
• Data platform to provide real-time, secure, reliable data on
the spread of virus and how the NHS is coping with it
• Collates data from NHS111 and COVID-19 test results.

TrackTogether Website, UK
• Developed by an SME.
• Based on self-reporting of symptoms via a web-form.
• 7 Qs based on NHS111 advice, inc. age, postcode
and country.
• Users are informed of how many cases have self-reported
in their area

Zoe symptom tracker, UK

pairs of twins.
• Free symptom monitoring app.
• Self-reporting of symptoms.
testing of people by the NHS.

Pan-European Privacy Preserving Proximity Tracing
Initiative, EU
• Developed by a consortium of 130 scientists and experts
from 7-8 countries.
• Open source software code & standards.
• Cross-border interoperability.
• Based on Bluetooth.
• Generates encrypted, temp user ID, which is transmitted

the situation.
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COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
United Kingdom
There are currently three major projects under way in England.
A free symptom monitoring app, Zoe-symptom tracker

US version (in partnership with colleagues at Massachusetts General Hospital, Stanford

health conditions.

individual daily reports. This is understood to be the largest collaborative health project of its

Partnering organisations:

• CDRF charity.

in close proximity to someone with COVID-19 infection. The app will be launched within the

Department of Medicine to develop a contact tracing app based on mathematical simulation

user. The app generates temporary user IDs which are exchanged between the apps. The
data is stored on the phone.
9

result before self-isolating. The app would then send a cascade of alerts to people the

which will decrypt the temporary userIDs stored in the app and issue a red alert to all those

The research team have estimated that 56% of the general public, or 80% of all Smart phone

COVID-19 Data Dashboard

by upper tier local authority.

national organisations responsible for coordinating the (COVID-19) response with secure,

calls and COVID-test results to visualise the spread of the virus across the country and to
reveal hotspots.
NHSX headed the effort to harness a range of data sources, with NHS England and
Improvement creating a data store to bring multiple data sources into a single, secure

Health England and data from NHS Digital to be used in combination. The data is integrated,
cleaned and harmonised in order to develop reliable information dashboards that draw on the
information as soon as it becomes available.
The dashboard shows:
countries
each of the four constituent countries
in England

Babylon COVID-19 Care Assistant

yes, they are diverted into the COVID-19 triage, which follows the same criteria of NHS 111.
10

The assistant provides people with updated information about coronavirus, allows them to
log their symptoms, helps them get appropriate assistance and advice to help them with not
spreading the virus wider. The app includes a live chat run by clinical support staff and
normally within 30 minutes, according to Babylon.

TrackTogether

area.

postcode and country. Users are then informed of how many cases have been self-reported

While no personal data beyond age and postcode are collected, there is no information
on where the data is stored and who it might be shared with.
The main issues with the above presented apps are:

Europe
PPEP-PT approach: Pan-European Privacy Preserving Proximity Tracing Initiative

• Designed to be incorporated in national COVID-19 mobile phone apps as contact tracing
infection chains
• National public authorities developing apps based on this software remain free to
decide how to inform persons who have been in contact with an infected individual.
• National cyber security and data protection agencies will assess apps that are created

a COVID-19 positive person (a distance of 6 feet has been selected as that is the
distance at which the virus can spread via droplets from coughing, sneezing, or breathing,
• Secure data anonymisation.
• Cross-border reach and interoperability.
• No personal or location data or user IDs will be stored or transmitted.
• Developed by 130 IT and policy experts and specialists from across 7-8 countries.
11

France - Covidom

hospitalization but are staying at home.

has an oximeter, a device that measures the amount of oxygen in the blood.
The app is designed to anticipate any deterioration in their condition, and depending on
the answers, the application can send alerts to healthcare professionals. Green means
soon as possible.

his administrative data and useful medical data. The patient then responds daily to a simple

is alerted and contacts the patient to adapt the follow-up and treatment.
The objective is to ensure remote monitoring of patients who do not show signs of

Poland - Home Quarantine App
third-party solution. The system was developed in three days. The app is based on Instagram,
which uses geolocation and facial recognition technology. The app randomly prompts people
Failure to upload a photo within the available time window might result in a visit by the police.

Germany - Corona Data Donation
signs, such as pulse, temperature and sleep. It analyses the information to see if they are
Results are presented as an interactive online map, which would allow the authorities to
follow the spread of the virus geographically.
12

Russia

database without any encryption.

leave their home while contagious.
Those who do not already have a smart phone, can borrow one with the app installed.

QR-code each time they leave their homes. The citizens will be obliged to show their status to

COVID-19 Mobile Applications in Asia and Australia

within the brief research window. Most applications involved the provision of national or
COVID-19 patients.

China - Health Code App
The application is mandatory for people wishing to travel freely as the application provides a
greenlight for people to travel.
The Health Code app provides users with a designated QR code the authorities scan to deyellow indicates users should be self-isolating at home and red means a person is a
bile phones for the codes at entrances to public transport and at stations.
The coloured QR code is obtained by entering reams of personal information:

• Whether the person has been in contact with a corona patient in the past 14 days.
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medical treatment, isolated observation, contact information, travel history of the epidemic
details on the vehicle and its driver. Once everything is complete, a code is automatically
generated. Each code is refreshed at midnight.

penalties have yet to be announced.
and control over society.
Issues:
There are great concerns regarding issues surrounding breaches of privacy and data security
codes are determined for the users, which raises concerns about who is permitted to travel.
There have been reports of user information being shared with local authorities (i.e. police)

The app collects vast amounts of personal data, which feeds into a national database.
the health status of the user.

South Korea - Self-Quarantine Safety Protection App

COVID-19 carrier (been in a distance of 2m or in the same room someone has coughed

became impractical.

monitored traditionally via a telephone. It is unclear if this option is still available.
14

Singapore - TraceTogether
TraceTogether is a community-driven, open-source contact tracing app aimed to help prevent
the spread of COVID-19, developed by GovTech. It is widely been hailed as an exemplar app

The use of the app is optional. Users download the app and give consent during its set up.
Developers have stressed the app gathers no personal data. However, IT-experts discovered

necessary and compromises its supposed anonymity and 21-day data hygiene, and that other
government agencies other than Ministry of Health have the technical ability to access

security issues of its own.

which the app decrypts and saves into a database stored in the phone. Data stored locally on
2m apart or up to 5m, for 30 minutes. If the person using the app gets a positive COVID-19
that they can contact the people they have been in the vicinity of as part of their contact
tracing investigation. Refusal to share the information may result in prosecution under the

India

4. Traveling instructions.

8. Call Support.
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Australia and New Zealand
public of COVID-19 related information.

users to:

• important health advice to help stop the spread and stay healthy.

COVID-19 Mobile Applications in Africa and Americas
Africa

Americas
In the US, the technology focus has been more on public health surveillance to use data to
companies are wary of sharing large amounts of data with the US government.

Bluetooth data.

Private Kit: Safe Paths

against the path of an infected person and alerts them of potential contact.
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How We Feel
(including Harvard, Stanford, MIT, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Weill Cornell,
and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute).

aggregated and shared with researchers, public health professionals and doctors.

ZOE COVID Symptom Tracker

across the US in collaboration with researchers from Massachusetts General Hospital, the

people than any other US state.)

Niagara Health Navigator

Natural Cycles
• This is a birth control/fertility monitoring app.
her daily fertility status.
temperature every day.
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Appendix 1:
COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
United Kingdom
Name of Application:

Commissioned/developed by:

• CDRF charity.
(BMJ, 2020)

Live - Launched on the 24th March 2020

National COVID-19 Status:
99,459
Deaths: 12,868
15/4/2020

Application features and function:
Free monitoring app, which allows anyone to self-report COVIDCOVID-19 related symptoms,
including non-classical symptoms, such as non-persistent cough, feeling unwell, strange

• Trialled on 5000 pairs of twins

o How fast the virus is spreading in your area

conditions.

information about the symptoms and progress of the COVID-19 infection in different people,
and why some go on to develop more severe or fatal disease while others have only mild
symptoms. (Spector, 24 March 2020)
18
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Method of user activation

Data security and privacy policy:Live - Launched on the 24th March 2020
The data collected will be anonymised and made available every 24h as an open source
on COVID-19, including the NHS. The data will not be used commercially or sold.
(Spector, 24 March 2020).
Full details on data security and privacy policy:

personal data can only be used for the purpose the user consents to. That means it can only
be used to help medical science and healthcare providers to better understand Coronavirus.

Data security tech used by ZOE:

Sqreen

Pentest
infrastructure.
Encryption
We encrypt any user data we store or transfer. Encryption is a way of scrambling data so that

servers, this is the same transfer protocol that would be used if you enter your credit cards
details on a website. Data is also encrypted at rest by our database.
Digital Shadows

Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

Both, see above.
The app will be widely available to health staff and the general public who wish to contribute

slow-spread-of-coronavirus

-

ware-a4402561.html

The BMJ, 368. https://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/368/bmj.m1263.full.pdf

-
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Name of Application:
NHS Contact tracing app - UK
Commissioned/developed by:
• Being developed by:

(Guardian, 31 March 2020)

National COVID-19 Status:
99,459
Deaths: 12,868
, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
contacts of positive cases
• It can achieve epidemic control if used by enough people.

self-isolate.

had been in close contact with over recent days.
• Those people would be advised to self-isolate for a fortnight, but would not be told who had
triggered the warning.
out a decontamination clean-up.

Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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• The academics note that similar smartphone software has already been deployed in China
It was also voluntary there, but users were allowed to go into public spaces or on public
transport only if they had installed it.
• Furthermor, the service could be extended to deliver stay-at-home alerts even to 2nd and
3rd degree contacts.
Issues with development and deployment:

proximity among phones and the health status of users, where that information gets stored,
who sees it, and in what format.

data, uses Bluetooth to record your proximity to other app users, so that they can be alerted
if you later test positive to the virus.

through Bluetooth. Once a user reports symptoms or a positive test result, the app would

Method of user activation

be encouraged to sign up as part of a collective effort to bring the pandemic under control.
registering their symptoms or positive test results for it to be effective.
• Their proximity to other users would be logged, and they would follow advice given in alerts
someone infected.

Data security and privacy policy:

to data after the pandemic is brought under control and careful attention paid to ensure those
without smartphones would not be disadvantaged.

22
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would be more ethical to allow people to donate their data if they receive a positive diagnosis
for corona, or just because they choose to do so.

government can compel a technology company to share location data on an individual in the
interest of national security. However, legislative change specifying how data collection would
be restricted to a certain population, for a certain time, and for a certain purpose will be

been in contact with those infected with coronavirus.)

-

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

News. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52095331
The related academic study:
trol with digital contact tracing. Science. https://doi.org/10.1126/science.abb6936

Health Correspondent, H. D. S. (2020, March 31). NHS developing app to trace close conmar/31/nhs-developing-app-to-trace-close-contacts-of-coronavirus-carriers

contact-tracing-app-rollout

Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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ing-app-110013373.html
apr/13/nhs-coronavirus-app-memo-discussed-giving-ministers-power-to-de-anonymise-users
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Name of Application:
NHS COVID-Data Dashboard _UK
Commissioned/developed by:

organisations responsible for coordinating the response with secure, reliable and timely data -

Developed by NHS England, NHS improvement and NHSX in collaboration with leading tech

• NHSX along with NHS England and Improvement

England/Improvement.
• Microsoft

-

• Palantir Technologies UK
enables disparate data to be integrated, cleaned, and harmonised in order to develop the

controller, and cannot pass on or use the data for any wider purpose without the permission
of NHS England.
•

is helping to provide infrastructure and technologies that are

platform for critical public services at a time when it is important for public and private sector

• Faculty
NHSX and is now supporting the development and execution of the data response strategy.

coronavirus situation to help inform the response.
• Google: The NHS is exploring the use of tools in the G Suite family to allow the NHS to
collect critical real-time information on hospital responses to COVID-19. Data collected would

Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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National COVID-19 Status:
UK Deaths: 12,868
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
• Creation of a computer dashboard screens to show the spread of the virus and the

Drawing in data gathered via 111 calls and COVID-19 results.
NHSX heading the effort to harness a range of data sources, so that these could be used in
combination.
The aim is to create dashboards that draw on the information as soon as it becomes available
in order to help the government and health chiefs to:

people.

• Divert patients to the facilities best able to care for them based on demand, resources and

NHS England and Improvement will create a data store to bring multiple data sources into a
to inform the COVID-19 response will come from across the NHS and social care and from
partner organisations. It will include data such as 111 online/call centre data from NHS Digital

To provide a single source of truth about the rapidly evolving situation, data will then be
integrated, cleaned, and harmonised in order to develop the single and reliable information

and the capacity in the healthcare system to deal with it.
• The academics note that similar smartphone software has already been deployed in China.
It was also voluntary there, but users were allowed to go into public spaces or on public
transport only if they had installed it.
• Furthermore, the service could be extended to deliver stay-at-home alerts even to 2nd and
3rd degree contacts.
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Method of user activation
Data gathered from NHS111 calls and Covid-results

Data security and privacy policy:

will only be used for COVID-19 and not for any other purpose and only relevant information
controlled solely by NHS England and NHS Improvement and NHSX.
• Essential data governance procedures and established principles of openness and

will largely be from existing data sources e.g. data already collected by NHS England and

• Once the public health emergency situation has ended, data will either be destroyed
or returned in line with the law and the strict contractual agreements that are in place

NHS England and NHS Improvement once the public health emergency situation has ended.

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52053565

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52079287
Gould, M., Joshi, I., & Tang, M. (2020, March 28). The power of data in a pandemic—Technolpandemic/
Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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Name of Application:
Babylon COVID-19 Care Assistant UK
Commissioned/developed by:
Babylon Health

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
UK Deaths: 12,868
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

• As a user login, they are asked at the beginning of the triage if they are concerned
If they answer yes, they are diverted into the COVID-19 triage, which
follows the same criteria of that of NHS 111.
• Babylon has launched a new service to provide people with updated information

further.

with one of our team.

or worse.
• This includes information on self-isolating, recommended to everyone who displays
symptoms of COVID-19 or lives with someone else who does.

• Live chat is run by clinical support staff and overseen by doctors. If anyone needs to then

28
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Method of user activation
Existing customers

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

ware-a4402561.html
https://letsbeatcovid.net/
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Name of Application:
TrackTogether UK
Commissioned/developed by:
SME

as how many are following the advice to self-isolate. The more responses we collect from

National COVID-19 Status:
UK Deaths: 12,868
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
NHS 111 advice, as well as your age, postcode and country. Users are then informed of how
use.

Method of user activation
Voluntary

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Name of Application:

Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
UK Deaths: 12,868
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
Comprehensive COVID-19 symptom diagnosis app from start-up MedShr. The focus is on

(letsbeatcovid.net).

Method of user activation
Voluntary

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

ware-a4402561.html
https://letsbeatcovid.net/
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Europe
Ireland
Name of Application:
App for Corona virus infection tracking - Ireland
Commissioned/developed by:
special app to track real-time symptoms of COVID-19, and digitally trace contacts of

other technical expertise across the public service, and elsewhere.

National COVID-19 Status:
Ireland Deaths: 444
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
phones belonging to those who have contracted COVID-19.

information about their general state of well-being at a particular time and that will be fed

use the phone or computer facility in a bid to restrict the spread of the virus and even contain
possible clusters. Nonetheless, it is expected to be an opt-in service.

Method of user activation
Opt-in.
phone or computer, to alert the public if they have been infected.
Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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Data security and privacy policy:
Concerns raised:

HSE goes beyond a basic contact tracing app, and includes clinical monitoring functions

• Simon McGarr, a solicitor and privacy expert, said the State should clarify:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

Irish Central Staff. (2020, March 31). Coronavirus: Ireland to launch app to trace
infections. IrishCentral.Com. https://www.irishcentral.com/news/coronavirus-ireland-app
navirus. Www.Euractiv.Com. https://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/ireland-to-roll-out-

and-trace-COVID-19-infections-being-developed-991213.html
Horgan-Jones, J. (2020, March 29). Coronavirus: Smartphone app to facilitate contact tracing to be rolled out, HSE says. The Irish Times. https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/
irish-news/coronavirus-smartphone-app-to-facilitate-contact-tracing-to-be-rolled-out-hsesays-1.4215036
Related news: Gorey, C. (2020, March 30). HSE announces coronavirus contact-tracing app,
but privacy concerns remain. Silicon Republic. https://www.siliconrepublic.com/enterprise/
hse-coronavirus-contact-tracing-app

rus-app-1885724/
34
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Name of Application:
Pan-European Privacy Preserving Proximity Tracing Initiative

Commissioned/developed by:
-

National COVID-19 Status:
n/a

Application features and function:

to get a standardized COVID-19 contacts-tracing approach up and running across the bloc.

an anonymous multi-country exchange mechanism. No personal data, no location, no
national corona mobile phone apps as a contact tracing functionality and allows for the
integration into the processes of national health services. The solution is offered to be shared
openly with any country, given the commitment to achieve interoperability so that the

The core idea is to leverage smartphone technology to help disrupt the next wave of infections by notifying individuals who have come into close contact with an infected person — via

uses the tech and has Bluetooth enabled when they come into proximity would exchange
their respective IDs — saving them locally on the device in an encrypted form, according to
the report

Appendix 1: COVID-19 Mobile Applications in the UK and Europe
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PEPP-PT explains the approach thus:
Mode 1
If a user is not tested or has tested negative, the anonymous proximity history remains
in time, only the proximity history that could be relevant for virus transmission is saved, and
earlier history is continuously deleted.
Mode 2

can handle hundreds of millions of devices and users per country instantly.

…) and national system processes (health logistics, economy logistics, …) giving many

mechanisms as advertised and thus inheriting the privacy and security testing and approval

Method of user activation
apps — and carrying their smartphone everywhere they go, with Bluetooth enabled.
Issues:

36
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Data security and privacy policy:

“The anonymous IDs contain encrypted mechanisms to identify the country of each

-

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

ard for COVID-19 contacts tracing. TechCrunch. https://social.techcrunch.com/2020/04/01/
tracing/
https://www.insideprivacy.com/COVID-19/COVID-19-apps-and-websites-the-pan-european-privacy-preserving-proximity-tracing-initiative-and-guidance-by-supervisory-authorities/

https://www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/en/press-media/news/2020/privacy-protecting-proximity-trac-

https://www.pepp-pt.org
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Name of Application:
France - Covidom
Commissioned/developed by:
The app was developed by Assistance Publique – Hôpitaux de Paris (AP-HP - the

Live (operational since 9th March 2020)

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

hospitalization but are staying at home.

oximeter, a device that measures the amount of oxygen in the blood
The app is designed to anticipate any deterioration in their condition, and depending on
the answers, the application can send alerts to healthcare professionals. Green means
soon as possible.

Method of user activation
his administrative data and useful medical data. The patient then responds daily to a simple

alerted and contacts the patient to adapt the follow-up and treatment.

38
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The objective is to ensure remote monitoring of patients who do not show signs of

Data security and privacy policy:
patient registration by entering his administrative data and useful medical data) .

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

patients in the city.
Discussions are underway with provincial hospitals to develop the system.

french-COVID-19-cases-coronavirus-e-health
https://www.aphp.fr/contenu/covidom-une-solution-de-telesuivi-domicile-pour-les-patients-porteurs-ou-suspectes-COVID-19

tients-20200327
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Name of Application:
Poland - Home Quarantine
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
Poland deaths: 286
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
This is an Instagram-based app which uses geolocation and facial recognition technology.

Method of user activation

Data security and privacy policy:

Once phone number entered, data is automatically uploaded from other government
databases.

40
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

ies-to-prove-isolation-social-distancing-police-patients/

antine-compliance/
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Name of Application:

Commissioned/developed by:
ship with healthtech startup Thryve to help monitor the spread of COVID-19 and

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
Germany deaths: 3,592
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
The Corona-Datenspende (Corona Data Donation) app gathers vital signs from volunteers

gether with other data inputs — for the health authorities and the general public to assess the
prevalence of infections down to postcode level.

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:
Has a privacy and data security policy that users have to agree with to use the app

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

https://corona-datenspende.de/
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Russian Social Monitoring app
Name of Application:
Russia - N/A
Commissioned/developed by:
Moscow

In development

National COVID-19 Status:
Russia deaths: 198
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

could borrow one with the software pre-installed, for a fortnight.

their home.

Method of user activation
User download
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Data security and privacy policy:

senior researcher Tom Fisher.
The app will collect user data from smartphones and then forward it without encryption to the

While the developers claim the app will help ensure public safety, some critics are concerned

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Appendix 2:
COVID-19 Mobile Applications in Asia and Australia
Name of Application:
Health code
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
China deaths: 3,346
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
largely dependent on phone apps.

health status and travel history, and a QR code that can be scanned by authorities.

Exactly how companies designed the app and the criteria they use to categorize people

establish rules for carrying out these criteria in their districts. Without further insight into the
or what circumstances might trigger a change in color. (www.hrw.org)

its surveillance and control over society.
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and shops.

Beijing, said the health codes were temporary but offered no indication when use might end.
The codes are issued through the popular WeChat messaging service of internet giant
e-commerce company.
Some 900 million people use the system on WeChat, according to the newspaper Beijing

whether a user is healthy.

penalties have yet to be announced.

reliance on internet connection.
The apps rely on a combination of self-reporting by the user and government information,
someone diagnosed with COVID-19.
Collects reams of personal information:
• contact details
• passport details and recent travel,

details on the vehicle and its driver.
• The app collects also location data, and shares that with the police

Method of user activation
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Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/01/chinas-coronavirus-health-code-apps-raiseconcerns-over-privacy

navirus/
ian. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/01/chinas-coronavirus-health-code-appsraise-concerns-over-privacy
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South Korea
Name of Application:
Self-quarantine safety protection
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
South Korea deaths:225
TSource: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

ensure that they stay in their respective zones, whether done intentionally or accidentally.

in a distance of 2m or in the same room someone has coughed in) are subject to mandatory 2

progress is being made.

Issues: Wealth of data has led to online witch hunts and created an atmosphere of social fear.

No information on data security or privacy policies.
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Method of user activation

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

Used as public health prevention

antine/
-

2004/1585732793827_20200401181953.pdf
try-foreign-nationals-refusing-self-isolate
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South Korea
Name of Application:
The Corona 100m
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
South Korea deaths:225
TSource: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
The Corona 100m app, as its name implies, alerts users if they breach a 100-meter radius of
provided data about the spread of COVID-19.

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Singapore
Name of Application:
TraceTogether
Commissioned/developed by:
Ministry of Health (MOH)

Live and available to download in Singapore

National COVID-19 Status:
Singapore deaths: 10
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

difference, but Bluetooth would alert you if you were within a much closer distance (signals

• Temporary ID of the sender.
• The signal strength of the connection to estimate the distance.
• Miscellaneous information including protocol version, organization (set to SG_MOH) and
The app also records the start and end time of the scan into another table within the
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phones, and the data is stored locally on the mobile phone for 21 days.

phones with the app installed to detect other users of the app who are in close proximity.

phones and will not be sent to the authorities.

regarding contact tracing. Those who refuse can be charged under the Infectious Diseases

tracing investigations. If they refuse, they may be prosecuted under the Infectious

Method of user activation

Data security and privacy policy:
The app also has several layers of security and privacy safeguards in place. For example,
users will submit only their mobile numbers after downloading the app. Each phone will then
be assigned a user ID.
This user ID is then used to generate temporary IDs at regular intervals. It is this temporary ID
that is exchanged between the phones of TraceTogether users.

overtime by malicious actors, according to GovTech.
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inadverdently included a government data collection service wogaa.sg into its build.
This means the app collects more data than is necessary and compromises its supposed

examined easily, it raises concerns about safety and security of activists and government
critics if the app has turned out to be a surveillance app given the human rights record in

• The main concern in Singapore centres round Trust and incremental social conditioning on
citizen surveillance. The Singaporean socio-political context will highlight the validity of these

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

opment-process
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ID-19 contact tracing app. Musings from Singapore. https://sudhirtv.com/2020/04/02/why-ihave-yet-to-install-tracetogether-singapores-COVID-19-contact-tracing-app/

DigitalReach. https://digitalreach.asia/tracetogether-disassembling-it-wasnt-easy-to-con-

rus-bluetooth-app-tracetogether/
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India
Name of Application:
Corona Kavach
Commissioned/developed by:
Health & Family Welfare

National COVID-19 Status:
India deaths: 405
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

COVID-19-positive-person/story/399930.html
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Name of Application:
COVA Punjab
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
India deaths: 405
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
provide citizens with preventive care information and other government advisories. The app
has following main sections for citizens:

4. Traveling instruction..

8. Call Support.

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Name of Application:
COVID-19 Quarantine Monitor Tamil Nadu
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
India deaths: 405
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

management.:

phone.

generate alerts and information.

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Name of Application:
Corona Watch
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
India deaths: 405
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

66692000

including the sample collection centres and testing labs.

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
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Australia and New Zealand
Name of Application:
Coronavirus Australia app
Commissioned/developed by:

National COVID-19 Status:
Australia deaths: 63
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

• important health advice to help stop the spread and stay healthy

Method of user activation
User download

Data security and privacy policy:

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/coronavirus-australia-app
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Appendix 3:
COVID-19 Mobile Applications in Americas
Name of Application:
Private Kit: Safe Paths
Commissioned/developed by:
Developed by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) with volunteer help coming from

and in contract negotiations with the World Health Organisation.

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

to identify potential transmissions.

alerts them of potential contact. However, the app only downloads the trail of infected pa-
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Method of user activation

but also a web tool for health authorities to disseminate privatized trails. So we will use this

ing-app-must-go-viral/

Data security and privacy policy:

chooses to share it with the researcher using a QR code. This means when users download
access individual location trails.

With consent, diagnosed carriers of the virus can share an accurate location trail with health

with privacy protection for diagnosed carriers and local businesses.

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
With consent, diagnosed carriers of the virus can share an accurate location trail with health
privacy protection for diagnosed carriers and local businesses.

http://safepaths.mit.edu/
navirus-privacy-price
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2020/03/27/two-at-2-million-guinea-pigs-and-
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Name of Application:
STOP CVID NYC
Commissioned/developed by:

Live

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

history, followed by short daily surveys about their symptoms through text messages sent to
their phones.

COVID-19), healthy but experiencing symptoms, or have recovered from COVID-19.

Method of user activation
initial survey.

Data security and privacy policy:
No information
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

boroughs.

https://www.mountsinai.org/about/newsroom/2020/mount-sinai-launches-covid19-app-to-
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Name of Application:
Apple COVID-19
Commissioned/developed by:
The website and corresponding app serve as both a screening tool and information platform,

Live

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

guidance resources from the CDC and directions to telehealth apps.

the tool.

Method of user activation

later, while the website at www.apple.com/covid19 is accessible via any standard browser.

Data security and privacy policy:
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

It seems to be predominantly aimed at providing information/ signposting.

affected by the virus the app will still offer people information about how to protect themselves
(practising social distancing, washing hands etc).

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1504132184
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/03/apple-releases-new-COVID-19-app-and-websitebased-on-CDC-guidance/
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Name of Application:
How We Feel
Commissioned/developed by:

therapeutics, social science and medical professors from institutions including Harvard,
Stanford, MIT, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Weill Cornell, and the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute.

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

or less.

Method of user activation
Interestingly, the app developers are motivating use through positive means —providing a

Data security and privacy policy:

information.

collected will be aggregated and then shared with researchers, public health professionals
and doctors, including those who are signed on as collaborators with the project, as well as
others (and the project is encouraging collaborators to reach out if interested).
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

professionals and doctors, and the project is encouraging collaborators to reach out if
interested).

setting up testing prioritization and new testing sites, and evaluate whether interventions such
as social distancing have effects on reducing transmission. Our analysis could help
news/pinterest-ceo-ben-silbermann-partners-190000124.html

https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/02/pinterest-ceo-and-a-team-of-leading-scientists-launch-a-

https://www.howwefeel.org/
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Name of Application:
Covid Symptom Tracker – NB American version of UK app
Commissioned/developed by:

In collaboration with researchers from Massachusetts General Hospital, the Harvard T.H.

recruiting users across the US, including healthcare professionals and members of the
general public.

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

Method of user activation

general public in the US who download the app.

Data security and privacy policy:
The app privacy policy mentions that anonymised data might be shared with US-based
organisations including Harvard University, Stanford University, Massachusetts General

-
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

where the next wave of the virus may hit, enabling them to plan and allocate public health
distancing.

to-curtail-COVID-19-spread
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Name of Application:
Niagara Health Navigator
Commissioned/developed by:
Niagara Health Foundation (Ontario, Canada)

Live

National COVID-19 Status:
Ontario deaths: 385
Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
This was a pre-existing app that has been developed to include two new features related to
COVID-19:
• COVID-19 Updates - this feature provides patients and the community with the most recent

self-assessment tool.

Method of user activation

Data security and privacy policy:

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
Information/signposting only

https://www.niagarahealth.on.ca/site/news/2020/03/25/-niagara-health-navigator-COV
ID-19-update

https://www.covid-19canada.com/
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Name of Application:
CoronApp-Colombia
Commissioned/developed by:
Endorsed by the Colombian National Government and developed by the National Health
Institute (INS)

Live

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:
friends/family members to report news about their health status and receive news and
prevention advice. It also contains various phone numbers people can reach out to in case
of an emergency.

protests across the country).
The app also provides safety tips, an updated map of drugstores and health institutions, and
a daily control intended to identify symptoms.

Method of user activation
about hygiene measures to prevent the virus.

Data security and privacy policy:

terms and conditions about how the information will be protected and used. Finally, 20 million
Colombians do not have internet access, and many of those who do access it through
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3435/colombia-coronapp-fails-public-information-purpose
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Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention
The data is monitored in real time by the Emergency Operations Center of the National
Institute of Health (INS) who can then provide support in coordination with local, departmental
and national authorities.

https://apps.apple.com/bf/app/coronapp-colombia/id1502037648
ID-19/1759011
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Name of Application:
Natural Cycles
Commissioned/developed by:
the US. The ability to detect COVID symptoms is an optional service of the app and will

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

the NHS).

Natural Cycles scientists to be able to study the data in an anonymized form to better
understand the spread and the effects of the virus in different parts of the world.

Method of user activation
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Data security and privacy policy:

-

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

symptoms/

-

https://help.naturalcycles.com/hc/en-us/articles/360006936758-I-tested-positive-for-COVID-19-Coronavirus-
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Name of Application:
No name yet – Contact tracing app US
Commissioned/developed by:

In development

National COVID-19 Status:

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 15/4/2020

Application features and function:

data to be integrated, cleaned, and harmonised in order to develop the single source of truth

Method of user activation
Not clear from research

Data security and privacy policy:
model the potential spread of the virus. Forbes reports that CDC staffers are now regularly

information in its coronavirus efforts, instead providing analysis of anonymized hospital and
Foundry.
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-

Is application used for research purposes or as public health intervention

https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/01/palantir-coronavirus-cdc-nhs-gotham-foundry/
https://tech.newstatesman.com/cloud/nhsx-palantir-google-amazons-role-in-COVID-19-dataplatform
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